Testimonial at University of North Texas, USA

Last year I got an opportunity for attending the exchange program from Thammasat
University which is one of the most greatly invaluable experience I was found in my
entire life. I chose to go study at University of North Texas(UNT).
North Texas is the upper region of the Texas state in United States. In this region,
there is an area called DFW (Dallas-Forth worth) it can proudly called to be the most
modern and fashionable area of Texas state where UNT also standing in this area.
UNT is set up in small town city called Denton. From my perspective, I really quite
like this city a lot. The city has some sense of country style in the modern way. You
can see lots of boutique shop and many good restaurants in the downtown. You can
find the best steak, which I bet you will never try from anywhere else. The
transportation is also quite easily. There is a shuttle bus travel around the city for
every 15 minutes in each station. In the weekend, you could also go to travel to
Forthworth or Dallas city, which just only take 40 minutes in driving. These are just
my main reasons for loving to stay at this university.

At the first day of orientation, the environment was very warm welcome for the new
incoming exchange student like me. They staffs gave us me about the information
needed that pretty much sum up everything you need. I and other exchange
students were taken to get an new student ID card and open the bank account. After
that, we took a campus tour to see what building I need to go. The accommodation
where I stayed is more than I asked for. I was lucky to stayed with another thai
student. We got our own bedroom, just sharing the living room, which is great. We
have kitchen, big tv screen. The place where we stayed is an off-campus apartment
but the leasing price is so reasonable. Within the apartment, we got an computer
room, private reading room, fitness center, gaming room and music room. So that is
one of the reason why I still miss my exchanging time.
The class was also great. As my major is finance, so the majority of my classes were
conducted in business building. All of instructors were very nice and very helpful.
Student also have a great contribution for a good environment in class. When they
know that I am an exchange student, they are willing to help me as much as they
could. The group work was very well organized; everyone has their own selfdiscipline. When the final exam comes, library was where students belong and it
open for 24 hours. I really like this learning system at University of North Texas.
I also joined the wine lover club which I can also gain an academic credit from this
club for benefits. This was broaden my horizon, I did learned everything about not
only wine but the entirely world of alcohol drink. In every session, I will get samples
of each drink and we will discuss about their roots, how their produce and where it
came from, which was very fun for me who have special interesting in this topic.
To sum up, I believe that study at UNT is the great choice for anyone who want to
gain a great experience for their study aboard life.

